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Powerful Writing Tools & Inservices to teach every student at standard

CATALOG
Fourth Writing Materials

Fourth Standards & Vocabulary Manual
$25.00
This manual is a remarkable resource for grade-level standards and vocabulary. It contains the fourth grade California content standards for English-language arts, mathematics, science, and history-social science reorganized into easy-to-read, teacher-friendly formats. Grade-level-specific words, derived from research-based lists of the most frequently encountered words in fourth grade standardized tests and content area textbooks, are provided. Additionally, important vocabulary words have been identified for each content standard. Student blackline masters of graphic organizers to help students capture and understand key vocabulary are included. This amazing resource tool should be in every fourth grade classroom!

77 Pages
Item Code: 4SVMS9

Vocabulary Map
$5.00
This vocabulary map prompts explicit teaching of research-based strategies for key terms. During demonstrations, teachers pinpoint the word, highlight a context clue, provide a definition with a non-example, model a nonlinguistic representation, and share a user connection.

Black & White, Laminated, 22" x 17"
Item Code: VMS9

Vocabulary Wall
$40.00
The Vocabulary Wall is a fun, interactive, and easy instructional tool to help students increase their vocabulary. This visual helps young minds understand how to store and retrieve words. Each section has student-friendly, colorful pictures that enable children to utilize more sophisticated words in their writing. Some universal terms, to transition or extend sentences, are provided, while open-ended sections are designed to add grade-level-specific vocabulary. Make daily, research-based vocabulary learning an exciting part of your classroom!

Full Color, Partially Laminated, 66" x 67.5"
Item Code: VWS9

My Vocabulary Words Organizer
$5.00
This vocabulary bank provides students with the opportunity to highlight key adjectives, nouns, and verbs, in order to access the terms when writing.

Black & White, Laminated, 17" x 22"
Item Code: MVWOS9
My Descriptive Words Organizer

This descriptive vocabulary bank provides students with the opportunity to highlight key adjectives: five senses, feelings, and amounts, in order to access the terms when writing.

Black & White, Laminated, 17" x 22"
Item Code: MDWOS9

Powerful Sentences Chart

This colorful, sentence-building tool demonstrates transforming a simple sentence into a powerful sentence. This adaptable strategy can be used to focus writers on generating synonyms to create powerful verbs, add description, and extend sentences by answering where, when, why, and how questions.

Black & White, Laminated, 22" X 17"
with 10 Full Color, Laminated Cards
Item Code: PSCS9

Sentence Blueprints Cards

This hands-on card set is used to actively engage all learners in formulating and manipulating powerful sentences. Students learn to 'travel' sentences by varying word order, create 'triple-deckers' by adding verbs or verb phrases with commas in a series, and write 'double-the-who' appositives.

11 Full Color, Laminated 11" X 8.5" Cards
Item Code: SBCS9

Independent Worker Guide

This eye-catching scoring guide is used as a tool to target student behavior, emphasizing on-task decisions to create an atmosphere of all students 'in the zone'. Using this tool promotes student buy-in by including them in generating the criteria to define the four levels of independent workers in the classroom.

Full Color, 11" X 17"
Item Code: IWGS9
Are you searching for powerful strategies to teach those difficult-to-conquer grade-level writing genres (narratives, summaries, and responses to literature)? Can you imagine all your students writing at grade level? This Fourth Writing Inservice Kit, designed as a handout for our two-day fourth grade writing inservice, is packed with powerful research-based strategies to enhance your writing instruction. Our standards-based system, which demonstrates, guides, and supports students to write independently, provides a structure for an effective daily writing block, pre-planned practices for all grade-level-specific genres, assessment tools, and year-long teaching guides. Important techniques that help students access high level vocabulary and write powerful sentences and rigorous compositions are included. The blackline masters are comprised of all instructional prewriting, drafting, and postwriting organizers, practice and assessment prompt formats, and student exemplars designed as tools to scaffold learning so all students can write at standard. This kit also contains an easy-to-use set of grade level standards. The writing inservice kit is an essential tool for every fourth grade teacher!

- Fourth Writing Inservice Handout (351 Pages)
- Fourth Writing Blackline Masters (111 Pages)
- Fourth Standards-at-a-Glance (27 Pages)
Fourth Writing Sets

Fourth Vocabulary Building Tools
$80.00
This standards-aligned set includes research-based tools to support your students in utilizing higher-level vocabulary in their writing.
- Fourth Standards & Vocabulary Manual (77 Pages)
- Vocabulary Map (Black & White, Laminated, 22" x 17")
- Vocabulary Wall (Full Color, Partially Laminated, 66" x 67.5")
- My Vocabulary Words Organizer (Black & White, Laminated, 17" x 22")
- My Descriptive Words Organizer (Black & White, Laminated, 17" x 22")

Item Code: 4VBTS9

Fourth Sentence Building Tools
$42.00
Help all students develop complete sentences by using these hands-on teacher modeling organizers to describe, enhance, extend, and vary ideas!
- Powerful Sentences Chart (Full Color, Laminated, 22" x 17")
- Sentence Blueprints Cards (11 Full Color, Laminated, 11" x 8.5" Cards)

Item Code: 4SBTS9
Fourth Narrative Writing Tools
$30.00

This set includes teacher demonstration tools to support your students in writing standards-based, autobiographical and fictional narratives.

- Narrative Prewrite Organizer
- Narrative Draft Organizers
  - Introductory Paragraph Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Beginning) Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Middle) Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Ending) Organizer
  - Concluding Paragraph Organizer

All Organizers: Black & White, Laminated, 22” x 17”
Item Code: 4NWTS9
Fourth Summary Writing Tools
$40.00

This set includes teacher demonstration tools to support your students in writing standards-based, narrative and expository summaries.

- Story Circle Organizer
- Expository Reading Organizer
- Summary Prewrite Organizer
- Summary Draft Organizers
  - Introductory Paragraph Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Point #1) Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Point #2) Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Point #3) Organizer
  - Concluding Paragraph Organizer

All Organizers: Black & White, Laminated, 22" x 17"
Item Code: 4SWTS9
Fourth Response to Literature Writing Tools
$45.00

This set includes teacher demonstration tools to support your students in writing standards-based responses to literature.
- Story Circle Organizer
- Story Box Organizer
- Double Entry Organizer
- Response to Literature Prewrite Organizer
- Response to Literature Draft Organizers
  - Introductory Paragraph Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Point/Judgment #1) Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Point/Judgment #2) Organizer
  - Supporting Paragraph (Point/Judgment #3) Organizer
  - Concluding Paragraph Organizer

All Organizers: Black & White, Laminated, 22” x 17”
Item Code: 4RTLWTS9
Fourth Information Report Writing Tools
$35.00

This set includes teacher demonstration tools to support your students in writing standards-based, information reports.

- Information/Research Report Five Paragraph Essay Organizers
  - Brainstorm Organizer
  - Research Note Cards Organizer
  - Introductory Paragraph Organizer
  - Paragraph Two Organizer
  - Paragraph Three Organizer
  - Paragraph Four Organizer
  - Concluding Paragraph Organizer

All Organizers: Black & White, Laminated, 22” x 17”
Item Code: 4IRWTS9
Fourth Writing Support Tools
$8.00

This set of eye-catching tools provides visual anchors to enhance student writing. The Independent Worker Guide is designed to support student behavior by targeting independence, while the Literary Themes chart addresses the lessons and moral conveyed by authors.

- Independent Worker Guide (Full Color, 11" x 17")
- Literary Themes (Full Color, 17" x 11")

Item Code: 4WSTS9
Fourth Entire Writing Package

$310.00

This entire writing package includes teacher demonstration organizers and support materials to guide your students in achieving the grade level writing expectations.

- Fourth Writing Inservice Kit
- Fourth Vocabulary Building Tools
- Fourth Sentence Building Tools
- Fourth Narrative Writing Tools
- Fourth Summary Writing Tools
- Fourth Response to Literature Writing Tools
- Fourth Information Report Writing Tools
- Fourth Writing Support Tools

Item Code: 4EWPS9
Learning Headquarters' Inservices

Please visit our website for more details:
www.learningheadquarters.com

K-6, Standards-Based, Schoolwide Writing Inservice
(6 hours)

Grade-Level-Specific, Standards-Based Writing Inservices Day I
(6 hours per grade level)

Grade-Level-Specific, Standards-Based Writing Inservices Day II
(6 hours per grade level)

Grade-Level-Specific, Standards-Based Writing Follow-ups
(3 hours per grade level)

Walkthrough Inservice
(Two, 6-hour days)

Illustrations by Heidi Hannes and Nancy Fetzer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**PAYMENT METHOD**

- ☐ Purchase Order (Valid copy must be attached)  
  P.O. #  
- ☐ Check  
- ☐ Money Order/Cash  
- ☐ Visa  
- ☐ Mastercard  

Exp. Date _____ Verification Value _____  
Last 3 digits printed on the back of the credit card  
Cardholder:  
Signature:  

**SHIP TO**

Name:  
Organization/School:  
Street Address:  
City:  
State:  
Zip:  
Phone:  
E-mail:  

**BILL TO (complete if different from ship to)**

Name:  
Organization/School:  
Street Address:  
City:  
State:  
Zip:  
Phone:  
E-mail:  

* For orders shipped to CA, please add the appropriate sales tax.  

Subtotal  
Shipping (10% of subtotal)  
* Sales Tax (CA orders only)  
Total  

What school district do you work with?

To avoid delays, please complete all order form fields, including the district you work with. Thank you!